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D uring the 2004-2006 Middle East Survey project, 1 the 

archaeological team, directed by S. Parcak, visited and 

surveyed a large cell, Korn el-Ahmar ( also called Korn el

Amad), first noted by W.M. F. Petrie as being "Ptolemaic and 

Roman" in dace.2 This report seeks co clarify the importance of 

Korn el-Ahmar, and reveals a significant role the site played in 

regional and international trade during the Ptolemaic to Late 

Roman periods. While the findings remain preliminary, the 

evidence shows chat chis site deserves more attention, and also 

indicates chat the Hermopolice name of Middle Egypt represented 

a larger cog in the economic engine of Ptolemaic-Roman Egypt. 

Located along the modern desert edge, south of Tuna el
Gebel, Korn el-Ahmar covers 40 acres, with two main cells 

measuring 400 m x 400 m, at a maximum height of 6 m, cut 

through the middle by modern desert cracks. The SCA appears co 

own the land on which the site is located, yet much of the site is 

threatened by encroaching agriculture (Figure 1 ). The name of the 

site refers co the amount of dense reddish and pink ceramic 

material on its surface. A pedestrian survey in 10 m transects 

showed a significant amount of bones, suggesting the locations of 

ancient cemeteries, together with mud brick and scone structures 

just below the surface sand. In addition, the survey recorded a 

large, ex-situ limestone ceiling block bearing scars in raised relief, 

pieces oflimestone vessels, small copper fragments, corroded coins 

(presumably representing various dates), a greenish-blue faience 

amulet fragment, grinding stones, a single black glass bracelet 

fragment, and numerous pieces from faience vessels. An overall 

assessment of the material culture from the site's surface yields a 

date range from 600 BCE to 800 CE. 

No excavation reports appear co exist for chis site, while the 

local office of the Ministry of Scace for Antiquities (MSA) had no 

records of any excavations having taken place here. Hence, chis 

survey promised to illuminate Cerra incognita. Maintaining exact 

10 m spaced transects proved difficult at times, given the 

undulating nature of the tell surface chat contained ten to fifteen 

different peaks within a 400 m by 400 m area. We recorded chis 

widely undulating terrain using a differential GPS, caking over 

1,200 points co generate a topographic map of the site. The 

ceramic surface scatter seemed fairly uniform, with much of the 

pottery and ocher debris reflecting past through recent 

disturbances by sebbakheen and ocher agencies. 

Figure I: Overview of Korn el-Ahmar ( courtesy of Google Earth} 

The pottery (Figure 2), albeit only reflecting surface remains, 

shows a sustained and lengthy period of international trade at 

Korn el-Ahmar. The earliest identified jar rim sherd matches some 

Levantine Iron Age IIB containers chat span lace Dynasty 25 co the 

beginning of Dynasty 26; many parallels also occur at the Lace 

Period site of Tell Tebilla.3 Later long distance trade is also 

suggested by the presence of a Hellenistic amphorae rim with 

rectangular handles, perhaps used co import Sicilian wine;4 a 

groove at the base of its neck suggests a date in the 3rd Century 

BCE. Another early sherd, which is red-slipped and burnished, 

appears to be Ptolemaic in date. 5 Oasis ware containers from 

Egypt's Wes tern Desert also appear, with fabrics similar co Marl 

A4 ware.6 A lacer potsherd, from a mid-Roman period juglec, 

displayed a red-slipped and burnished finish.7 

Later periods of long distance trade are revealed by several 

African Red Slip (ARS) potsherds. One large body sherd featured 

rouletting, originating from a large dish with a broad, flat base, and 

is normally placed ca. 420-460 CE.8 Another small ARS body 
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sherd appears to reflect a flat based dish, or a small bowl,9 which 

are associated with date ranges from AD 280/300 - late 300/early 

400. In addition, another sherd from a deep dish dates to a few 

decades spanning late 400 to early 500 CE. 10 

Figure 2: Late Period, Ptolemaic, Roman and Oasis ware sherds 

Thus, what is the significance of these findings, and what do 

they suggest about the region as a whole during the Late Period 

through late Roman period? Regarding annual Nile silt deposition 

levels, coring reveals that the deposition rates in this region must 

have been higher than the standard 1 m per thousand years. 11 

Petrie's 1894 report places Korn el-Ahmar roughly 1 km west of 

the older desert edge, revealing how far cultivation has expanded 

in the past 120 years. Since late Roman remains occur 5 m below 
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